Intercollicular commissural projections modulate neuronal responses in the inferior colliculus.
The right and left inferior colliculi (ICs) in the auditory midbrain are connected to one another by a bundle of fibres, the commissure of the IC. Previous studies show that this commissural projection connects corresponding frequency regions in the two sides and originates mainly from excitatory neurons, although some studies suggest a smaller number of GABAergic inhibitory neurons may also project via the commissure. Although the commissure of the IC is a major pathway connecting the most important nuclei of the auditory tectum, little is known about its functional significance. To investigate its role in auditory processing in the rat, we recorded sound-evoked responses of single neurons in one IC while injecting kynurenic acid into a corresponding region of the opposite IC. This procedure enabled us to block reversibly excitation of commissural projections to the recorded IC. The changes in the neural responses when input from the opposite IC was blocked are consistent with the commissural projection exerting both an excitatory and an inhibitory influence. The inhibition could be accounted for by monosynaptic or disynaptic connections. The responses to both monaural and binaural stimulation were affected, and the effects were proportionately greater at near-threshold sound levels. The results suggest that one function of the commissure of the IC may be to modulate the response gain of IC neurons to acoustic stimulation.